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Newsletter Number 355 May 2021

This is our newsletter for your interest,
any contributions are certainly welcome.
Our monthly meetings are held

on the second Tuesday of the month
At
The Woodworkers Clubrooms
McKenzie Street Alexandra.
1.30 p.m. Start
Meetings are suspended until we are able
To re-open our shed.

Theme for the next meeting is something you have made or

something interesting.
1

Joe’s Jottings...

Well, after four years this is my last Jottings before I stand down as Club
President. I must say it has been mostly enjoyable (being President) But more
on this later, at the AGM next month when I give my final Presidents report.
Not a lot has happened this month to report on, but I did get a surprise
when I received a telephone call from the Commonwealth Bank, informing me
they wanted to present the Club with a $500.00 donation. Four members of
the Bank came to the Club and presented the cheque last Tuesday (18th May),
to use as the Club saw fit. There should be a small article and photo in next
week’s Standard newspaper.
Colin Jones has been spending quite some time up at our new Mill Shed, first
of all, fixing sheets of salvaged ply (from Shed 2) to the wall where the sawmill
will be relocated. This is to stop the saw dust from corroding the metal wall
cladding. Colin also, with the help of Peter, Simon and Greg S., cut and weld up
the soon to be installed timber racks in the storage shed (Bld.5). Coin has
scrounged metal for the racks from various sources without costing the Club
any money. A big thanks Colin and to the other guys .
Well, here’s hoping you give the incoming President as much raging as most
of you have given me over the last four years, it was all good fun, as I handed
out probably more than I got back.
It took a while for some Members to get used to my (weird) sense of humour.

Happy and safe woodworking,
Thank you all,
Regards, Joe Cooper President.
May 2021
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Several members made the journey up to the
“North East Gathering” at Wodonga in recent days.
Here are a few photographs provided by John Harries.
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SOLD

SOLD
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SOLD

SOLD
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Representatives from our local
Commonwealth Bank came
to our
SOLD
Club with a very generous donation
of $500.00 for us to put to use
where we see fit, The Committee
will do just that in the near future.
SOLD
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Many of you will already know about the many
uses of the product “WD40” as they areSOLD
almost endless, take a look at “YOUTUBE” or Google and do
some research and you will be surprised at what
you can do with it.

SOLD
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Here are some ideas to make for your self or to sell at
SOLD
our up and coming wood show.

SOLD
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SOLD

SOLD
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SOLD

SOLD
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May Show and tell.
SOLD

SOLD

A clock embedded in a Burl, and a Burl platter both
from the workshop of George Anderson, nice work
George.
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May Show and tell.
SOLD

SOLD

Greg Siciliano brought along this lovely little scroll saw box for us
to admire.

A combination of several timbers go together in this lidded
box created by Alex Bauer.
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May Show and tell.
SOLD

Tony Fisher doing some
more carving at home of
a couple of native birds,
a female bower bird and
a Padlow I think it was.

SOLD

Colin Jones up to his old
tricks in coming up with
something useful in the
garden, a weed puller
with a long handle so you
don’t have to bend down.
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May Show and tell.
SOLD

SOLD

Denise’s jewellery boxes finally finished after a lot of
work and assistance from Jim Whelan, I believe they are
all gifts for her grand children. The picture on the left is
one of the hinges also made of wood, you would agree is
somewhat different.
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